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Introduction

Adult literacy educators have typically focussed on the need for
enhanced literacy in education, training, and the workplace. In doing
this, they have developed a general sense of the significance of literacy
in everyday community life. This monograph attempts to explore more
specifically one of those everyday community domains: health
practices. Our aim is to summarise some of the research in this area, as
it relates to communication generally, and literacy in particular, and to
outline some issues that adult literacy teachers might consider in their
work.

We begin with three anecdotes that preview the practical everyday
challenges that literacy poses for medical practitioners and the people
for whom they provide services. The first is about a highly successful
specialist whose offices are located in the prestigious "specialist row"
of an Australian capital city. When asked about the literacy activities
of his patients and its relationships to their health treatment, he said
"lots of them know more than I do about their condition. Some of my
patients come in with a print-out a foot thick they've got off a web
page on the internet last night about their condition, and I say 'Oh, can
I borrow that and catch up?"

The second anecdote takes the form of a comment from a general
practitioner (GP) working in a busy surburban practice in a low-socio-
economic and high migrant area. In answer to the questions "Are you
aware of any patients resourcing themselves on matters of their own
health care? Does anybody talk about having read medical
dictionaries, encyclopedias, or any of the pamphlets?" this GP
comments:

GP Well, we get the TV things, Dr Wright [TV columnist]
and stuff like that, you'll get it, or "Women's Weekly" or
whatever, like you'll get a run in a day of the symptoms,
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and by the time you hit the third person you say "Righto,
where's it come from? What have they read? Has it
been in the paper? Has it been in the "Morris Towers"
[newspaper column] on Sunday? Or has it been ... a
doctor talk-back program or something like that?" ... by
the time you've twigged, i f you ask 'ern "Where'd you
pick these symptoms up? or what happened?" They say
"Ah so-and-so said this on TV" And some of them will
bring in cuttings out of the paper and do that, ... but they
do read, they do watch the TV ... what is causing a
problem now is the leaflets, the instruction leaflets that
are in the medications, this consumer awareness stuff,
'cos they've read it and reading the side effects, "one in
200 million sort of thing, might get this sort of side
effect" and they'll stop taking their pills and come back
and ask about it. So they are actually reading in those
things.... They're asking more questions and it takes
longer.

Interviewer So reading, do you think, stimulates that?
GP TV to a great extent. Like we can always tell when the

pap smear ads are on, you know, because they come in
and say "I haven't had a pap smear." And, you know, I
think Sybil did eleven in one morning and she said, you
know, "If I have to do another pap smear I'll scream."

The third anecdote focuses on the relationship of the doctor's use of
literacy to enhance service. It concerns a GP in a clinic with several
other doctors located in a high turn-around practice with a large
number of sessional GPs where a patient is less likely than usual to see
the same GP from one visit to the next. The GP pointed out that,
generally, doctors were not well-trained in record-keeping, and that,
much of the time, he did not bother looking at the written records of a
patient's previous visits because the records are "worse than useless".
This, he claimed, was an important literacy problem for doctors.

Even at face value, these three anecdotes tell us that literacy and health



enjoy a complex relationship. Both constructs can be thought of, and
have often been characterized as a unidimensional, straightforward
attribute of a person, often an attribute that is seen as fundamentally a
technical or procedural "skill". But even these simple anecdotes offer
us a different story, a version of both literacy and health as sets of
interrelated cultural practices, highly dependent on context, informed,
and themselves informing our other sets of knowledge and assumptions
about, for example, gender (Woman's Weekly), social class, the uneven
access to knowledge in our society, and the ways in which literate
practices actually shape not only relationships but differences in
something so apparently standard and routinised as a consultation with
a doctor.

Anecdotes such as these tell us that patients' literacy practices impact
differently on, and emphasise the variety of tasks that are involved in
health services provided by specialists and general practitioners. Both
doctors and their clients face qualitatively different language and
literacy tasks depending on such crucial factors as the degree of clear-
and known prior diagnosis of the condition under question - a factor
that differentiates the practical work required and the vahiings entailed
in specialist versus general-practice consultations. As a clear example,
we see the phenomenon known as "value-switching" (Gunn, Forest &
Freebody, 1995) in the anecdotes above, where one practice (e.g.,
reading about your health) is positively valued when it is done by one
group of people (as in the first anecdote above) and negatively valued
when done by another (as in the second). So reading about your health
can become, in the consultation interaction, either being informed
about your condition or complicating and confusing the doctor's
diagnostic problem.

Here we approach literacy as an everyday socio-cultural practice and
sketch the relevance and benefits of such an approach to our
considerations of both literacy and health. The overall argument is that
a view of literacy as everyday communicative practices, necessarily
embedded in the relationships and politics of everyday social life, offer
us new orders of interest and ways of thinking about literacy and health.
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Literacy and health

We can pose the question: How is "the problem" of literacy and health
to be construed? Different perspectives offer different answers, but
many of the possible answers listed below are widely available in our
culture. The problem of health and literacy capabilities is variously
seen:

as a problem of readability of the materials written for
public or individual use;

as a problem of knowledge or cogriitive style (global
rather than analytic thinking / susceptibility to
advertising, quick solutions, etc);

as a problem of client motivation to learn or implement
information;

as a problem of the large and increasing gap between
specialist medical knowledge and community "lay"
knowledge;

as a problem of the protection of a professional elite
through opaque communication (in consultation, written
communication etc);

as a problem of "empowerment" of the clientele.

Recently there have appeared several reports of descriptive and
intervention programs aimed at documenting and changing the well-
established relationship between low levels of education generally and
literacy in particular and various aspects of health and health care (e.g.,
Weiss et al., 1991), a relationship that has particular relevance for adult
literacy and ATESOL teachers. Many of these studies have focussed
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on safety-related aspects of health (Wallerstein, 1992), or on particular
high-incidence diseases such as cancer, mortality (Freeman, 1991;
Michielutte, Bahnsoln, & Beal, 1990), and cardiovascular problems,
especially as related to diet (Kumanyika & Horn, 1993). In many
instances, these research programs have been associated with attempts
to intervene educationally (e.g., Evans, 1993; Ward, 1993), attempts
that focus much of their attention on the development of what we may
term "health-literacy", the set of practices that enable a person to
develop, understand and critically act on a growing literacy-based
knowledge of health issues - prevention, diagnosis, treatment and the
impact of life-style factors.

Much of this attention is, in turn, related to the education of a category
of people sometimes described as the "undeserving ill", those people
who, through some features of their lives have been placed in
circumstances that threaten their health. One of the facts that literacy
and health have in common is their robust association, however
assessed, with levels of material wealth, referred to sociologically as
socio-economic status (SES), a factor itself strongly associated with
host-language status. These factors carry with them, in our culture, a
constellation of cultural, intellectual, moral, and social-interactive
associations. It is largely these associated attributions that are used to
account for levels of health, health practices, and health risk, as well as
literacy levels.

What most of these studies of people in the categories 'undeserving ill',
'migrant', and 'low SES' have in common is the a priori specification
of types of people and the attachment by correlation of constellations
of health variables to those types. Many studies of health and literacy
levels use survey-style research methods to do the necessary work of
"mapping the terrain". But they require supplementation on two
counts: First, they typify rather than specify the ways in which sub-
cultures and individuals deploy their personal and community resources
to understand and act on their circumstances, in this case, to maintain
and enhance their literacy and health practices; second, they offer no
specification of or suggestions about actual and possible practices for



increased access among low-literacy clientele. As such, they ignore
some of the more promising outcomes of the recent turn toward
anthropological and micro-sociological approaches to studying
everyday practices taken by contemporary theorisations of categories of
social practice such as literacy and health maintenance and
enhancement.

A result of this is a generalised understanding of the literacy-health
relationship, leading in turn to a limited set of directions that can be
pursued to change health practices. What health workers and adult
literacy educators are left with, in the face of static categories of people
and the "typical" outcomes of their membership in those categories, is
to direct their health-educational efforts to simplifying and glamorising
written materials or to pursuing non-literate modes of dissemination
such as videos or multi-media presentations in clinics (e.g., Strecher &
Bulger, 1993). Again, these directions are important, but, because the
focus is diverted from the actual communications that occur between
doctors, clinic workers, family members, and patients, "literate" levels
and ways of understanding information are assumed, and the ways in
which these inputs would impact on everyday preventive and curative
practices are left unexamined.

Some notion of communication patterns, including literacy practices,
must underlie, however implicitly, any health-educational intervention,
as well as any adult literacy program. The assumptions, especially
with respect to literacy, held by those health and education workers
motivated to develop health-education programs may not be consonant
with those held by the low SES/low literacy/high risk groups most
particularly targeted. Recently, there have been strong arguments to
the effect that literacy educators have overstated the case for a single
psychological "commodity" called literacy. There are many reasons
for the movement away from unidimensional definitions of literacy.
Among them is the growing attention, particularly in Australia, to
literacy practices out of school, especially of adults in workplace and
community contexts (see e.g., Barton, 1994; the collection of papers in
Luke & Gilbert, 1993; Street, 1995).
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Contemporary literacy theorists have drawn principally on three
theoretical resources in the development of more empirically-grounded
accounts of literacy: critical social theories, textual and discourse
studies, and ethnographic research methods as applied in anthropology
and other cross-cultural studies. This loose affiliation of theories
focuses attention on the ways in which institutions selectively value
certain literacy traditions over others, and on practices that add to or
reinforce the forms of order required by society's institutions, for
example, the school, the home, the clinic, the hospital, and the
workplace. In these ways, certain powerful literacy practices become
institutionalised while others become marginalised or devalued (see,
e.g., Gee, 1990). The basic position developed within so-called
critical/cultural approaches to literacy education has been summarised
by Christie and others (1991): That there are certain textual forms that
are effective and efficient means of action in any given society at any
given time, and that, more particularly, a responsibility of health- and
community-education is, at least in part, to educate communities into a
secure control over these powerful public everyday forms of acting
through literacy practices.

A further orientation is added to contemporary approaches to literacy
by anthropologists and cross-culturalists of literacy. Street (1984,
1993, 1995), for example, has presented the view that literacy practices
are always and already embedded in particular forms of social activity,
and that it is these social activities that need to be understood in their
distinctiveness before the nature of the 'competencies' of literacy can
be taught or even described as an isolated set of practices. It is an
anthropological and cross-cultural perspective that allows literacy and
health educators to see the ways in which language usage in its
privileged form - written down and institutionalised - works in contexts
in which there are contests about class, gender, ethnicity, and
generation.

Such an approach seems to have much to offer to adult literacy
educators with an interest in health: It focuses attention on the
everyday communicative patterns that make up people's attempts to



maintain and enhance their own and their community members' health;
it acknowledges that health practices are always embedded in patterns
of cultural and technical authority and dominance; and it tries to show
how everyday communicative patterns act to position people with
respect to relevant knowledge and thus to the health profession in
general. It also calls into question the notion that people simply lack or
possess literacy, pointing to the ways in which otherwise highly literate
people may behave in certain situations, for example, people who are
anxious about the health problems that they face, doctors who are poor
at record-keeping, specialists who are less informed than their internet-
using patients; and how people who are taken to be otherwise
uninformed may behave with considerable literate capability at various
times, such as patients described as non-literate who exercise caution
on the basis of their interpretation of warning statements on prescribed
drugs. As one GP put it:

What is causing a problem now ah is the leaflets, the
medication leaflets that are in the medications, this
consumer awareness stuff 'cos they're reading it and
reading the side effects, y'know, "I in 200 million" sort
of thing "might get this sort of side effect", and they'll
stop taking their pills and come back and ask about it.
So they are actually reading in those things. ... But
those information things, because people who don't have
the ability to judge what's really important from all the
basic side effects are causing a problem.

Thus, the ideological and institutional "obedience" of the literate
activity is more consequential than the strictly measurable capabilities
of the community or the difficulty of the written or spoken texts. As
Waitzkin (1991) has pointed out and cogently demonstrated,
differences between health workers and clients in class, education
levels, gender, and ethnicity make communication more difficult and
vulnerable to ideological distortion. But three questions that are highly
significant for adult literacy educators and their clients remain:
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How can we expand the ways in which medically "at
risk" people inform themselves about health practices
beyond the consultation room?

How do their communicative resources give shape to and
provide the limits of those attempts at self-informing?
and

How can clients productively present the information
they have learned in actual interactions with their
doctors?



Literacy, class and culture

The connections between literacy, class and culture are not visible only
through the lens of certain theoretical positions such as the one
sketched above. We are currently undertaking a research project that
entails, among other things, interviewing health workers and patients in
low socio-economic and high migrant areas about medical practices
and literacy. In the accounts of general practitioners, for instance, the
significance of literacy and the ways it is profoundly embedded in
socio-economic and "cultural" levels is apparent, as the examples
below indicate.

In the first, a GP is describing the literacy levels of the community in
which he works:

The people who aren't literate were probably the people
who also had, oh I remember one bloke, he was a
tradesman's assistant, worked for the railways, and so I
think, I don't know, my impression would be that most
people that can't read are probably working at fairly
working jobs that aren't terribly highly skilled and may
have, maybe working in kind of dangerous work
situations, and being the lower socio-economic class.

The comment is essentially an unpacking of the category "people who
aren't literate". The location of people in certain kinds of jobs
("working jobs", not "highly skilled" jobs, "dangerous work") is
offered as a description, and thus the primary account of the
relationship between literacy and culture. The fact is, most of us would
recognise this statement as a reasonable and prevalently available
proposition about the correlation between literacy and vocational
"level". What we should also recognise as educators, however, is that
there are strong causal implications in such accounts as well as just
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correlational.

In the next example, a GP is answering a question about the literacy
levels of the community in which she works:

GP: Literacy abilities? Well I think I said before amongst the
working poor, although they're articulate, their written,
reading, writing ... tends to be average to poor. Well,
they tend to be lower in that ... because in this sort of
area ... you get all the people who have been to special
schools and invalid pensioners, those sort of people.
They tend to gravitate here because of the cheaper rents
and the networks that are here in terms of social
security, housing commission and the rest of it, so their
literacy levels can be awful.

Interviewer: How do you think literacy levels may impact on health
care?

GP: I think they impact a great deal. I think there's a liMit to
how much they can read themselves and when they do
read, how much they can understand it. The magazines
like Woman's Weekly and New Idea seem to be a big
source of information for them, mainly because I suppose
it's written in the way they can understand. There's a
few people who have, sort of medical books at home but,
when they come and ask you something or whatever, it
tends to be that they've sort of missed the point a bit.

Here the account begins with the labelling of a class ("the working
poor") and this "class" is expanded in the talk that follows: The
working poor are said by this speaker to be composed of certain
illustrative categories of people, such as "people who have been to
special schools and invalid pensioners". These are taken to be
representative, arch-cases, of three categorisations simultaneously: the
"working poor", the local community, and low-literates. So these
categories are, again, linked at such a deep level that the explanatory
connection can be left implicit, as an assumed mutual understanding
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between the speakers. For example, the speaker shows no need to
explain why "invalid pensioners" are taken to be less literate than any
other category of person.

The speaker then goes on to confirm the view that literacy has a
considerable impact on health in terms related mainly to
comprehension. The community is characterised as either obtaining its
information from popular magazines (again, women's magazines) or, in
a few cases, medical books. In the first case, because the magazines
present simple language, they are comprehensible, but they are still
only popular magazines. In the second case, however, the people are
described as lacking the literate capabilities to understand what is
written. So the characterisation here is not that "the working poor" are
inarticulate orally or do not read, but rather that they make the wrong
reading choices or do not understand much of what they read when
they make the right choices.

In any interview context, it is important to consider the interviewee's
statements not in isolation, but rather as an answer to a specific
question. In the case above, the speaker's talk needs to be taken as an
answer to the question "how do you think literacy levels may impact
on health care?" That is, we must consider the assumptions that make
the talk a reasoned answer to that question. In this speaker's account,
seeking out popular magazines as a source of health information, of
itself, is taken to be a problem for health care. So the "working poor"
are characterised as culturally predisposed to make inappropriate
choices, as well as not being good at reading comprehension.

In the fmal example, a GP is discussing some features of the
community in which she works:

I think there's a fairly good spectrum of literacy ability,
people who are from fairly chaotic family backgrounds,
working class backgrounds where literacy probably
wasn't a high priority ....
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Notice the immediate attachment of literacy practices to "family
backgrounds" and the explanatory descriptor "chaotic", and the
motivational attribution of a lack of "high priority" to the matter of
literacy. At the basic explanatory level, then, the connection of
"culture", as indexed by the family background, and health and literacy
is a significant one. This account contains an expansion of the
observations of earlier speakers, in that it pushes the explanatory device
into the family hearth, not just into previous schooling or current work
conditions. Clearly, these descriptions are related to the doctor's
analyses of particular practical problems such as client non-compliance
with treatment regimes.

The feature of these examples that is striking, to us at least, is that they
can pass as reasonable and relatively unremarkable ways of connecting
literacy, health, ethnicity, and SES. While both literacy and health, in
some official contexts and in much explicit commonsense talk, are
described as measurable sets of skills, it is clear that, in actual talk
about the practices of health and literacy, they are profoundly joined by
a characterisation of culture. That is, both literacy and health, as
constellations of practice, are taken to embody economic, social, moral
and intellectual choices that people apparently make for themselves.
For the many adults with low levels of host-language literacy, this
proposition is not big news, but for the training and assessment of both
literacy and health workers, it presents significant conceptual and
interactive challenges.



Ways forward

At the level of conceptualising issues of literacy, socio-economic
characterisations and health, and with respect to both literacy
instructors and their clients (the students/patients):

1. Use health materials in learning literacy. Health issues are
deeply embedded in the community's need for information, and
present distinctive literacy demands, from format and vocabulary
to critical understandings.

2. Explore the readability of health materials with students,
analysing, for example, the connections between specialised and
everyday knowledge assumed and constructed in the materials,
the use of diagyammatic and graphic symbols in the
representation of health knowledge and practices, the formatting
conventions that help or hinder understandability, and the
construction of 'responsibility' and 'agency' in the materials
(e.g., "What are the tasks of sustaining and enhancing health?
Whose tasks are these? What are the ways in which the health
workers are positioned as experts and helpers?")

3. Consider with students the problem that they present to the
health provider, and the context of that provider's prior
knowledge of that problem and the consequences of differing
levels of prior knowledge for the relevant interactional and
interpersonal conduct.

4. Orient to the ideology of health-and-literacy, focussing at least
some instructional attention on the accompanying authority and
power aspects of the relationships and communications among
health workers and community members. This orientation may
involve training in persistence and the skills in the seeking of
information, and seeking clarification and re-instating topics
from earlier in the consultation that still seem unclear.
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5. Be alert to our culture's strong tendency to typify people into
categories such as "disadvantaged" socio-economic or migrant
status; this tendency over-writes attention to the details of the
individual and community resources and practices that are made
available to people living in their particular circumstances and
with the particularities, familial and cultural, of their health
practices;

6. Be alert to the details of the varieties of strategies and activities
that accompany low levels of literacy capability and how they
may differ from site to site and person to person, and the ways
these strategies may be built upon to advantage for both doctor
and patient.

7. Develop formal and informal written materials for clients
concerning their interactions with health workers, including an
explicit orientation to themselves as people who can, in
appropriate ways, use literate resources to explore their owri or
their families' health concerns.

8. Spell out, in specific terms, ways in which clients, in interaction
with health workers, can request and expect guidelines on how
to access available health-literacy materials. Develop in students
ways of presenting themselves to, for example, health workers
including doctors, as literate people, motivated to use their
literate practices to enhance and sustain their and their families'
health.

One purpose of our brief discussion here has been to enhance our
appreciation of health-literacy issues by pointing to the constellation of
attributions attached to the undeserving ill, the undeserving illiterate
and the undeserving poor, and by exploring the implications of those
attributions for teachers and adult literacy students. The health area
opens many orders of productive interest for adult literacy teachers.
One of those orders of interest pertains to how health-literacy practices
embed us all in various ways into an institution that deals with our
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fundamental physical being in the world. Capability in various literate
practices has significant consequences for many people with high
levels of involvement in health-provision institutions: pursuing claims
concerning mistreatment or negligence, requiring operational staff to
submit reports on aged-care patients, and so on, are all routine practices
whose communicative success is profoundly consequential for both
patients and health workers.

In this important respect, teaching and learning health-literate practices
are political, sociological, and psychological activities. As our
examples above show, this is a politics that is not lost on the students
of adult literacy teachers or on the health workers who try to keep them
well, and it adds complexity to the interactional tasks faced by doctors
and clients as they attempt to co-ordinate the business of health service.
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The publication of the Research into Practice Series is one
strategy to implement the dissemination of research. The aim is
to provide a series of booklets on different aspects of adult
literacy in order to:

establish a knowledge base regarding adult
literacy practice and research

raise awareness about adult literacy

bring research and practice together

The authors of the booklets, who are recognised experts in their
field, were invited to write for an audience of literacy practition-
ers in the community, TAFE, university, Skillshare, ACTU,
industry and private providers.
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